This is my ~.  That is your ~.

This is my ball.

That is your ball.

Practice!
Write the word.  Then, play tic-tac-toe.
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umbrella  iPod  iWatch  backpack  iPad
uniform  sunglasses  bike  Play Station
This is my ~. That is your ~.

A: This is my computer, my desk, and my chair.
B: I see. That is your computer, your desk, and your chair.
A: That's right.

Role Play!
Write the answer. Then, interview!

1. ( )
2. ( computer)
3. ( sofa)
4. ( chair)
5. ( TV)
6. ( iPod)
7. ( bed)
8. ( desk)
9. ( stereo)
10. ( electronic dictionary)

Write your classmates' answer, #1 ~ #6.
Play!
Draw with color pencils. Then, see it in 3D!
Play a game.

Writing!

A: This is _______________, _______________, and ________________.

B: I see. That is __________________, __________________, and ____________________.

A: That’s right. And, ________________ is your smartphone!

Writing:

A: This is _______________, _______________, and ________________.

B: I see. That is __________________, __________________

and ____________________.

A: That’s right. And, ________________ is your smartphone!
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